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Ref.-ID: MIBGR4778950 Benalmadena Дом

4 3 276 m2



Located in the prestigious area of Torrequebrada, Benalmádena, this exclusive two-story villa offers a unique lifestyle with exceptional features. With imposing architecture, the 
property stands out for its elegant and traditional design.The villa rises majestically, providing its residents with a sense of luxury and privacy. From its entrance, attention to detail 
and quality is perceived in every corner. The interiors are meticulously designed, with top-quality materials creating a sophisticated and welcoming ambiance.The villa's layout 
perfectly suits modern needs, with two floors offering well-organized and functional space. Each level boasts panoramic sea views, allowing the beauty of the Mediterranean 
surroundings to be an integral part of daily life.The property's highlight is its private pool, an oasis of relaxation with sun practically all day long, and the height of the house 
ensures maximum privacy. The outdoor areas are designed for entertainment, with spacious terraces inviting to enjoy outdoor dinners while contemplating the spectacular sunset 
over the mountains.The magnificent qualities of this villa are reflected in every aspect of its construction, from the laminate floors to the designer fixtures in the bathrooms. The 
gourmet kitchen is equipped with top-of-the-line appliances, creating a space where functionality combines with elegance.Additional rooms are spacious and bright, providing 
comfort and privacy to every family member or guest.In summary, this exclusive villa in Torrequebrada, Benalmádena, represents the ultimate expression of luxury living on the 
Costa del Sol. With its impeccable design, breathtaking views, and a private pool offering a haven of tranquility, this property redefines the concept of exclusive and traditional 
home.The abbreviated information document is available to you. Expenses: Taxes (ITP or VAT+AJD) + Notarial and registration expenses. RSR 

Климат-контроль
 Кондиционер
 Центральное отопление

Особенности
 Крытая терраса
 Приватная терраса
 Солярий

Коммунальные услуги
 Питьевая вода


